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[image: Dawn Mission patch shows the spacecraft and asteroid Vesta and dwarf planet Ceres.]
Dawn

Dawn was NASA’s first truly interplanetary spaceship. The mission featured extended stays at two very different extraterrestrial bodies:  giant asteroid Vesta and dwarf planet Ceres. Both small worlds reside in the debris-strewn main asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter.

Occurred 5 years ago


Type

Orbiter


Launch

Sept. 27, 2007



TargetS

Vesta and Ceres


Status

Successful





Dawn was the first spacecraft to orbit two extraterrestrial destinations – the protoplanet Vesta and the dwarf planet Ceres, both in the asteroid belt beyond Mars.







Unable to render the provided source
Follow Dawn on its journey from Earth to the asteroid belt with this simulation built with real mission data.
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Article
7 min read
Mystery Solved: Bright Areas on Ceres Come From Salty Water Below
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Article
2 min read
NASA’s Dawn Mission Honored by Space Foundation
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17 min read
Cosmic Detective Work: Why We Care About Space Rocks
Article5 years ago
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5 min read
NASA’s Dawn Mission to Asteroid Belt Comes to End
News Release
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3 min read
10+ Great Shots from the Dawn Mission
Article5 years ago
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James Webb Space Telescope


[image: The image is divided horizontally by an undulating line between a cloudscape forming a nebula along the bottom portion and a comparatively clear upper portion. Speckled across both portions is a starfield, showing innumerable stars of many sizes. The smallest of these are small, distant, and faint points of light. The largest of these appear larger, closer, brighter, and more fully resolved with 8-point diffraction spikes. The upper portion of the image is blueish, and has wispy translucent cloud-like streaks rising from the nebula below. The orangish cloudy formation in the bottom half varies in density and ranges from translucent to opaque. The stars vary in color, the majority of which have a blue or orange hue. The cloud-like structure of the nebula contains ridges, peaks, and valleys – an appearance very similar to a mountain range. Three long diffraction spikes from the top right edge of the image suggest the presence of a large star just out of view.]
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The National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASA explores the unknown in air and space, innovates for the benefit of humanity, and inspires the world through discovery.
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